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AYRSHIRE
Des Fleurs President is our first  of 
three new additions this proof round 
for our Ayrshire enthusiasts. President is 
a Raoul son from a VG-86 ELITE Tuxedo 
from a VG 1* Valpas, followed by four 
more generations of VG star brood 
cows and three more generations of 
VG dams after that. President, the 
#6 ranked sire in Canada, begins with 

+3089 GPA LPI, +1636 Milk (ranked #2), 
+54 Fat (-.17%), +57 Protein (-.01%), and 
+5 for Conformation.  Our second addition, 
Marbrae Challenger, is an Autograph son 
from a VG-87 ELITE Sittler, who is the 
maternal sister to the elite production 
specialist Marbrae Catalyst.  She is from the 
respected “Arbiter’s Catalina EX-2E ELITE”, 
who stems from the matriarch Marbrae 
Oblique’s Cambridge EX-92-5E. Challenger 
offers a very balanced profile with +3034 

GPA LPI, +896 Milk, +29 Fat (-.08%), +28 Protein (-.03%), and +12 
Conformation (our best). Our final Ayrshire addition, La Croisee 
Kingdom, joins our offering as a solid production improver with 
+1000 for Milk, +49 Fat (+.08%), +40 Protein (+.06%), and +5 for 
Conformation.  Kingdom is a Toronto son from a VG-2YR Pretzel 
out of a VG-86-2YR Tuxedo.

BROWN SWISS
Two new additions this proof 
round for our Brown Swiss 
breeders starting with Plaz Bs Noro 
SG Angel. Angel is an exciting son 
of the very balanced sire Noro SG. 
His dam is an EX-92 Twilight from 
an EX daughter of the German sire 
Huray.  Angel debuts with +2271 

GPA LPI, +1193 Milk (our best), +54 Fat (+.01%), +56 Protein (+.10%) 
and a solid +9 for Conformation. Of note, Angel is our new leading 
sire for Feet & Legs with +13.  Our second new addition is HF Darwin.  
Darwin is a son of the popular Italian sire Lover, and his VG-87 
Elmstar dam is a full sister to HF Design, our top used Brown 
Swiss sire last month.  Darwin begins his career with +2401 GPA LPI 
(#9 in Canada), +810 Milk, +61 Fat (+.28%), +59 Protein (+.29%) and 
+11 for Conformation.

JERSEY
Lots of news for our Jersey breeders 
this round starting with our first 
addition RJF Machete. Machete is a 
son of the high type Video son Unique 
Maverick.  He represents an exciting 
prospect stemming from a Chrome dam 
backed by six direct generations of EX 
dams, including multiple All-Canadian 

nominees, many household names to Jersey breeders, and 
decades of artful breeding. Machete debuts with +1963 GPA 
LPI, +808 Milk, +47 Fat (+.08%), +35 Protein (+.06%) and with an 
impressive +16 for Conformation.  

Dulet Goldorak, our second 
Jersey addition, is going to make 
some big waves as our new 
#1 type sire! The richly-bred 
Goldorak is our first son of the 
very popular Tobefamous. His 
dam, a Gold Award winning 
VG-87-2YR Jordan daughter, 
stems from five generations 
of EX dams. Goldorak is Robot ReadyTM designated, an A2A2 carrier, 
and debuts with +2000 GPA LPI, +136 Milk, +59 Fat (+.69%), +24 
Protein (+.25%) and an amazing +18 for Conformation.  We have 
also added two sons of our highest used Jersey sire in 2023 Laitjoie 
Lightning.  The first, Lencrest Ryder, starts with +2035 GPA LPI, +707 
Milk, +90 Fat (+.67%), +55 Protein (+.36%), and +12 Conformation 
and Dairy Strength.  Ryder’s dam is the famous Lencrest Bourbon 
Cocopuff EX-90, full sister to Contour and Caspian. Our last addition 
is the #1 ranked Lightning son Unique 
Lee’s Honeymoon. Honeymoon is a 
Faststart sire so breeders will need a 
signed contract to get access (ask your 
EastGen rep for details). Honeymoon 
is our #2 ranked sire, just behind JX 
Progenesis Cinnamon {6}, debuting 
with +2124 GPA LPI, +318 Milk, +55 
Fat (+.48%), +36 Protein (+.31%), and +13 for Conformation.  
Honeymoon’s maternal line goes back almost 50 years with 9 
generations of VG or EX dams including some of the breed’s 
most iconic total-performance and respected cows including 
Valleystream Remake Honey EX-92.  Honey was nominated for 
Jersey Cow of the Year in Canada, had a successful show career 
in Western Canada show rings, and received multiple Gold and 
Platinum production awards. 

Jersey breeders will also notice a new sire chart on our Dec 
‘23 Price & Proof sheet. The new JPI Ranked Jerseys chart 
was initiated due to recent changes in the JPI formula which 
increased the variation of the rankings of sires when viewed 
using the Canadian LPI formula versus the American JPI formula.  
Our Jersey line-up has never been stronger and we wanted to 
draw attention to our great sires regardless of which system you 
choose to use.  

GUERNSEY:  Coulee Crest Carver remains our top ranked Guernsey 
while increasing 15 points to +1205 GPA LPI. 

MILKING SHORTHORN:  The proven sire Oceanbrae Royal 
Bentley  remains the #3 ranked sire.  The remaining four Milking 
Shorthorn sires all enjoyed gains for LPI including our exciting 
newly added sire in August Top Shelf Royal Laser.
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